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BEGIN
May I speak with <FIRST >?

Hello, this is (name) and I am calling on behalf of the National Election
Studies at the University of Michigan.(PAUSE) We sent your household a
letter about a week ago saying that we would be calling.

@BEGIN

1 = Yes
2 = No, someone else--> (IWR: "May I speak to that person?"

RE-READ INTRO TO NEW RESPONDENT)
3 = No, that person not available. --> (SCHEDULE CALL BACK)
4 = Refusal by R (IWR: TRY REFUSAL PREVENTION)
5 = Disconnect/Missing Phone Number/Business/Blocked Call/Wrong Number
6 = Non Contact
7 = Communication Barrier
8 = Other Terminates

----------
CONSENT

Sometimes we like to follow-up with people we have interviewed in previous
elections. We are conducting a short ten-minute interview about important
issues that affect us all.

Before we begin, I would like to assure you that this interview is
completely voluntary and has been approved by the University of
Michigan. While a supervisor may monitor portions of this interview,
all of the information you provide will be kept strictly confidential.
If we should come to any question that you don't want to answer, just
let me know and I'll skip over it. Okay?

@CONSN

1 = Yes, will continue
2 = No, not a convenient time.--> (SCHEDULE CALL BACK)
3 = No--> F10 (IWR: TRY REFUSAL PREVENTION)

----------
GENERAL SOCIAL TRUST: Q2a, Q2b, and Q2c are administered in random order.
ONLY 2 OF THE THREE BELOW ARE ADMINISTERED IN THE FORM BELOW. THE THIRD
QUESTION IS INSERTED INTO THE PROBE, SEE Q3AT, Q3BT, or Q3CT
----------

Q2A Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted,
or that you can't be too careful in dealing with people?

@Q2A
1 = Most people can be trusted
2 = Or you can't be too careful
D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------
Q2B Do you think most people would try to TAKE ADVANTAGE of you

if they got the chance or would they TRY TO BE FAIR?

@Q2B
1 = Take advantage
2 = Or try to be fair
D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------

Q2C Would you say that most of the time people TRY TO BE HELPFUL,
or that they are JUST LOOKING OUT FOR THEMSELVES?
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@Q2c
1 = Try to be helpful
2 = Or just looking out for themselves
D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------
QN1 How long have you lived in your present community?

@QN1A Months

@QN1B Years

{IWR: 1) IF R GIVES YOU *ONLY* MONTHS OR YEARS, ENTER THE ONE
THEY GIVE YOU AND ENTER 0 FOR THE OTHER.

2) ENTER 96 AT MONTH IF R SAYS "ALL MY LIFE".}

----------
I'm going to ask you a few questions about the people you regularly
see in your neighborhood.

In general, with these people in mind, would you say that they keep
their promises all of the time, most of the time, some of the time,
hardly ever, or never? (IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS, SAY "Thank you.')

@QN2
1 = All of the time
2 = Most of the time
3 = Some of the time
4 = Hardly ever
5 = Or never
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QN2A. Still thinking about those people you see regularly in your

neighborhood, would you say that they are JUST LOOKING OUT FOR
THEMSELVES all of the time, most of the time, some of the time,
hardly ever, or never?

@QN2A 1 = All of the time
2 = Most of the time
3 = Some of the time
4 = Hardly ever D = Don't know
5 = Or never R = Refused

----------
QN2B. Would you say those people you see regularly in your neighborhood

TRY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OTHERS all of the time, most of the time,
some of the time, hardly ever, or never?

@QN2B 1 = All of the time
2 = Most of the time
3 = Some of the time
4 = Hardly ever D = Don't know
5 = Or never R = Refused

----------
QN2C. (Again, thinking about those people you see in your neighborhood)

Would you say they TREAT OTHERS WITH RESPECT all of the time,
most of the time, some of the time, hardly ever, or never?
(IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS, SAY "Thank you.')
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@QN2C 1 = All of the time
2 = Most of the time
3 = Some of the time
4 = Hardly ever D = Don't know
5 = Or never R = Refused

----------
QN3A Now, I'm going to read some descriptions. Please tell me how well the

following words or phrases describe the people in your neighborhood.
The first phrase is HONEST. Would you say that HONEST describes the
people in your neighborhood extremely well, quite well, not too well,
or not well at all?

@QN3A
1 = Extremely well
2 = Quite well
3 = Not too well
4 = Or not well at all
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

Q3NB The next phrase is IRRESPONSIBLE. Would you say that IRRESPONSIBLE
describes the people in your neighborhood extremely well, quite well,
not too well, or not well at all?

@QN3B
1 = Extremely well
2 = Quite well
3 = Not too well
4 = Or not well at all
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
Q3NC The next phrase is COURTEOUS (polite, considerate). Would you say

that COURTEOUS describes the people in your neighborhood extremely
well, quite well, not too well, or not well at all? (IWR: AFTER R
ANSWERS, SAY "Thank you.')

@QN3C
1 = Extremely well
2 = Quite well
3 = Not too well
4 = Or not well at all
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

Q3ND The next phrase is UNCOOPERATIVE. Would you say that UNCOOPERATIVE
describes the people in your neighborhood extremely well, quite well,
not too well, or not well at all?

@QN3D
1 = Extremely well
2 = Quite well
3 = Not too well
4 = Or not well at all
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

QE4 How often would you say political candidates running for Congress
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and the Presidency say things that are not respectful to people
like you? Would you say constantly, usually, sometimes, rarely, or
never?

@QE4
1 = Constantly
2 = Usually
3 = Sometimes
4 = Rarely
5 = Or never
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

QE5 How much respect do you think political candidates running for
Congress and the Presidency usually show toward the people they
are running against? Would you say a great deal, quite a bit,
some, a little, or none at all?

@QE5
1 = A great deal
2 = Quite a bit
3 = Some
4 = A little
5 = Or none at all
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QE9A How often would you say political candidates running for Congress

and the Presidency make campaign promises they have no intention
of keeping? Would you say constantly, usually, sometimes, rarely,
or never? (IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS, SAY "Thank you.')

@QE9A
1 = Constantly
2 = Usually
3 = Sometimes
4 = Rarely
5 = Or never
D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------

QE9B If we had elections more often, would members of Congress and the
President pay more attention to people like you, less attention to
people like you, or would it have no effect on how much attention the
President and Congress pay to people like you?

@QE9B
1 = More attention
2 = Less attention
3 = Or have no effect
D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------
QW1 We'd like to know if you are working now, temporarily laid off,

or are you unemployed, retired, permanently disabled, a homemaker,
or a student?

@QW1
1 = Working now
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2 = Temporarily Laid off (INCLUDE TEMPORARILY DISABLED HERE)
3 = Unemployed
4 = Retired
5 = Permanently Disabled
6 = A Homemaker
7 = Or a student
D = Don't know
R = Refused

{IWR: IF THE R IS TEMPORARILY DISABLED, CHOOSE 2 "TEMPORARILY LAID OFF."}

----------
QW2 How long have you worked for your current employer?

@QW2A Months

@QW2B Years

{IWR: IF R GIVES YOU *ONLY* MONTHS OR YEARS, ENTER THE ONE
THEY GIVE YOU AND ENTER 0 FOR THE OTHER.}

----------
QW3 In your current position, do you spend time during the day with

other people or are you pretty much by yourself?

@QW3
1 = With other people
2 = Or by yourself
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QW4 Aside from your regular duties at work, in the past twelve months,

have you worked with others from your workplace to deal with some
common issue or problem? (IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS, SAY "Thank you.')

@QW4
1 = Yes
2 = No
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

I'm going to ask you a few questions about the people you regularly
see at work.

In general, with these people in mind, would you say that they keep
their promises all of the time, most of the time, some of the time,
hardly ever, or never?

@QWT1
1 = All of the time
2 = Most of the time
3 = Some of the time
4 = Hardly ever
5 = Or never
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QWT2A. Still thinking about those people you see regularly at work,

would you say that they are JUST LOOKING OUT FOR THEMSELVES all
of the time, most of the time, some of the time, hardly ever, or
never?
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@QWT2A 1 = All of the time
2 = Most of the time
3 = Some of the time
4 = Hardly ever D = Don't know
5 = Or never R = Refused

----------
QWT2B. Would you say those people you see regularly at work TRY TO TAKE

ADVANTAGE OF OTHERS all of the time, most of the time, some of the
time, hardly ever, or never?

@QWT2B 1 = All of the time
2 = Most of the time
3 = Some of the time
4 = Hardly ever D = Don't know
5 = Or never R = Refused

----------

QWT2C. (Again, thinking about those people you see regularly at work)
Would you say that they TREAT OTHERS WITH RESPECT all of the
time, most of the time, some of the time, hardly ever, or never?
(IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS, SAY "Thank you.')

@QWT2C 1 = All of the time
2 = Most of the time
3 = Some of the time
4 = Hardly ever D = Don't know
5 = Or never R = Refused

----------
QWT3 Now, I'm going to read some descriptions. Please tell me how well the

following words or phrases describe the people you work with. The first
phrase is HONEST. Would you say that HONEST describes the people you
work with extremely well, quite well, not too well, or not well at all?

@QWT3A
1 = Extremely well
2 = Quite well
3 = Not too well
4 = Or not well at all
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QWT3B The next phrase is IRRESPONSIBLE. Would you say that IRRESPONSIBLE

describes the people you work with extremely well, quite well,
not too well, or not well at all?

@QWT3B
1 = Extremely well
2 = Quite well
3 = Not too well
4 = Or not well at all
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

QWT3C The next phrase is COURTEOUS (polite, considerate). Would you say
that COURTEOUS describes the people you work with extremely well,
quite well, not too well, or not well at all?

@QWT3C
1 = Extremely well
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2 = Quite well
3 = Not too well
4 = Or not well at all
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QWT3D The next phrase is UNCOOPERATIVE. Would you say that UNCOOPERATIVE

describes the people you work with extremely well, quite well,
not too well, or not well at all?

@QWT3D
1 = Extremely well
2 = Quite well
3 = Not too well
4 = Or not well at all
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QP1 During the past 12 months, have you worked with other people to

deal with some issue facing your community? (IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS,
SAY "Thank you.')

@QP1
1 = Yes
2 = No
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

QP2. During the past twelve months, have you telephoned, written a letter to,
or visited a government official about a public issue?

@QP2
1 = Yes
2 = No
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QP3. During the past twelve months, did you attend a meeting about an

issue facing your community or schools?

@QP3
1 = Yes
2 = No
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QP4 I am going to read you a list of organizations that some people

belong to. (PAUSE) There are labor unions, associations of people
who do the same kinds of work, fraternal groups such as Lions or
Kiwanis, hobby clubs or sports teams, groups working on political
issues, community or school groups, and so on. Not including
membership in a local church or synagogue, (PAUSE) are you a member
of any organizations?

@QP4
1 = Yes
2 = No
D = Don't know
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R = Refuse
----------

QP4A How many organizations are you currently a member of?

@QP4A
1 = 1 organization
2 = 2 organizations
3 = 3 organizations
4 = 4 organizations
5 = 5 organizations
6 = 6 organizations
7 = 7 organizations
8 = 8 organizations
9 = 9 organizations
10 = 10 organizations
11 = More than 10
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QP4B How many organizations are you currently a member of?

@QP4B Please record number of organizations (11 - 99)
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
QP4AA. If you average across the past twelve months, about how many hours

per week did you spend doing things with or for your organization?
(IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS, SAY "Thank you.')

@QP4AA RECORD NUMBER (0 - 99)
D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------

QP4AB. Does the organization to which you belong ever try to influence
what schools or government does?

@QP4AB
1 = Yes
2 = No
D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------

QP4BA. If you average across the past twelve months, about how many hours
per week did you spend doing things with or for your organizations?
(IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS, SAY "Thank you.')

@QP4BA RECORD NUMBER (0 - 99)
D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------

QP4BB. Do any of the organizations to which you belong ever try to
influence what schools or government does?

@QP4BB
1 = Yes
2 = No
D = Don't know
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R = Refused
----------
SOCIAL TRUST QUESTION WITH PROBE

On the next question, we're going to do something a little different.
I'm going to ask you to THINK ALOUD as you answer. By this I mean I want
you to tell me EVERYTHING you are thinking from the time you first hear
the question until you decide what your answer will be. For example, if
you were to ask me how many windows I have in my house, I would say "Well,
I have 5 rooms downstairs and in the living room there are 3 windows and
in the kitchen there is 1." This is what I mean by thinking aloud. There
are no right or wrong answers; I just want you to tell me everything that
comes to mind as you answer the question. Okay?

Generally speaking, (would you say that most people can be trusted,
or that you can't be too careful in dealing with people?) Please tell
me what you are thinking...

@Q3AT (ENTER 1 FOR TEXT, D = DON'T KNOW, R = REFUSED)

(IWR IF NECESSARY READ: "So would you say most people can trusted or
that you can't be too careful in dealing with people?")
@Q3A 1 = Most people can be trusted D = Don't know

2 = You can't be too careful R = Refused
----------

Do you think that most people would try to TAKE ADVANTAGE of you if
they got the chance or would they TRY TO BE FAIR? Please tell me what
you are thinking...

@Q3BT (ENTER 1 FOR TEXT, D = DON'T KNOW, R = REFUSED)

----------
Would you say that most of the time people TRY TO BE HELPFUL, or that
they are mostly JUST LOOKING OUT FOR THEMSELVES? Please tell me what
you are thinking...

@Q3CT (ENTER 1 FOR TEXT, D = DON'T KNOW, R = REFUSED)

{IWR: THE R DOES *NOT* NEED TO CONTINUE THINKING ALOUD FROM HERE ON,
JUST ANSWER THE Q.}

------------
     Social Desirability (four forms to be randomly generated) 

(1)F1A-F1D,(2)F2A-F2D, (3)F3A-F3D, (4)F4A-F4D
-----------

F1A The next questions are about how you would make the best impression
on me that you could. As you answer, please imagine that you are
only trying to present yourself in the best light.

The first question is: IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE BEST IMPRESSION ON
ME THAT YOU COULD, would you say that you attend religious services every
week, almost every week, once or twice a month, a few times a year, or
never?

@F1A 1 = Every week
2 = Almost every week
3 = Once or twice a month
4 = A few times a year
5 = Or never
D = Don't know
R = Refused

---------
F1B Some people seem to follow what's going on in government and public

affairs most of the time, whether there's an election going on or not.
Others aren't that interested. IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE BEST
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IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD, would you say that you follow what's
going on in government and public affairs most of the time, some of
the time, only now and then, or hardly at all?

@F1B
1 = Most of the time
2 = Some of the time
3 = Only now and then
4 = Or hardly at all
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
F1C IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE BEST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD,

would you say that federal spending on social security should be
increased, decreased, or kept about the same? (IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS,
SAY "Thank you.')

@F1C
1 = Increased
2 = Decreased
3 = Or kept about the same
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

F1D Some people say that the government in Washington should see to it
that white and black children go to the same schools. Others claim
that this is not the government's business. IF YOU WERE TRYING TO
MAKE THE BEST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD, would you say that
the government in Washington should see to it that white and black
children go to the same schools or stay out of this area as it is
not the government's business?

@F1D
1 = See to it that white and black children go to the same schools
2 = Or stay out of this area as it is not the government's business
3 = (IWR: IF R SAYS "It depends" USE THIS OPTION)
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

{IWR: THE R DOES *NOT* NEED TO CONTINUE THINKING ALOUD FROM HERE ON,
JUST ANSWER THE Q.}

F2A The next questions are about how you would make the best impression
on me that you could. As you answer, please imagine that you are
only trying to present yourself in the best light.

In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of
people were not able to vote because they weren't registered, they
were sick, or they just didn't have time. IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE
THE BEST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD, would you say that you voted
in the 1998 Congressional elections?

@F2A
1 = Yes, voted
2 = No, did not vote
D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------
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F2B A law has been proposed that would limit the members of Congress to
no more than 12 consecutive years of service in that office. IF YOU
WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE BEST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD would you
say you favor or oppose such a law?

@F2B
1 = Favor
2 = Or oppose
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

F2C IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE BEST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD,
would you say your religion provides no guidance in your day-to-day
living, some guidance, quite a bit of guidance, or a great deal of
guidance in your day-to-day life? (IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS, SAY "Thank
you.')

@F2C
1 = No guidance
2 = Some
3 = Quite a bit
4 = Or a great deal
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

F2D IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE BEST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD,
how many days in the past week would you say that you watched the
local TV news?

@F2D
0 = None
1 = One day
2 = Two days
3 = Three days
4 = Four days
5 = Five days
6 = Six days
7 = Every day
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

{IWR: THE R DOES *NOT* NEED TO CONTINUE THINKING ALOUD FROM HERE ON,
JUST ANSWER THE Q.}

F3A The next questions are about how you would make the worst impression
on me that you could. As you answer, please imagine that you are
only trying to present yourself in the worst light.

The first question is: IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE WORST IMPRESSION
ON ME THAT YOU COULD, would you say that you attend religious services
every week, almost every week, once or twice a month, a few times a year,
or never?

@F3A 1 = Every week
2 = Almost every week
3 = Once or twice a month
4 = A few times a year
5 = Or Never
D = Don't know
R = Refused
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----------

F3B Some people seem to follow what's going on in government and public
affairs most of the time, whether there's an election going on or not.
Others aren't that interested. IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE WORST
IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD, would you say that you follow what's
going on in government and public affairs most of the time, some of
the time, only now and then, or hardly at all?

@F3B
1 = Most of the time
2 = Some of the time
3 = Only now and then
4 = Or hardly at all
D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------
F3C IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE WORST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD,

would you say that federal spending on social security should be
increased, decreased, or kept about the same? (IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS,
SAY "Thank you.')

@F3C
1 = Increased
2 = Decreased
3 = Or kept about the same
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

F3D Some people say that the government in Washington should see to it
that white and black children go to the same schools. Others claim
that this is not the government's business. IF YOU WERE TRYING TO
MAKE THE WORST IMPERSSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD, would you say that
the government in Washington should see to it that white and black
children go to the same schools or stay out of this area as it is
not the government's business?

@F3D
1 = See to it that white and black children go to the same schools
2 = Or stay out of this area as it is not the government's business
3 = (IWR: IF R SAYS "It depends" USE THIS OPTION)
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
{IWR: THE R DOES *NOT* NEED TO CONTINUE THINKING ALOUD FROM HERE ON,

JUST ANSWER THE Q.}

F4A The next questions are about how you would make the worst impression
on me that you could. As you answer, please imagine that you are
only trying to present yourself in the worst light.

In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of
people were not able to vote because they weren't registered, they
were sick, or they just didn't have time. IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE
THE WORST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD, would you say that you voted
in the 1998 Congressional elections?

@F4A
1 = Yes, voted
2 = No, did not vote
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D = Don't know
R = Refused

----------

F4B A law has been proposed that would limit the members of Congress to
no more than 12 consecutive years of service in that office. IF YOU
WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE WORST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD, would
you say you favor or oppose such a law?

@F4B
1 = Favor
2 = Or oppose
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
F4C IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE WORST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD,

would you say your religion provides no guidance in your day-to-day
living, some guidance, quite a bit of guidance, or a great deal of
guidance in your day-to-day life? (IWR: AFTER R ANSWERS, SAY "Thank
you.')

@F4C
1 = No guidance
2 = Some
3 = Quite a bit
4 = Or a great deal
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------

F4D IF YOU WERE TRYING TO MAKE THE WORST IMPRESSION ON ME THAT YOU COULD,
how many days in the past week would you say that you watched the
local TV news?

@F4D
0 = None
1 = One day
2 = Two days
3 = Three days
4 = Four days
5 = Five days
6 = Six days
7 = Every day
D = Don't know
R = Refuse

----------
(IWR: WE ARE NO LONGER ASKING THE R TO ANSWER IN TERMS OF MAKING THE

BEST/WORST IMPRESSION ON YOU. IF THEY ASK ABOUT THIS SAY: "This
question does not refer to your trying to make a best/worst
impression on me. It just asks for your answer.")

CENS This is my final question. As you may know, the Census Bureau
attempts to count the entire U.S. population every ten years.
Have you completed and returned your Census form yet?

@CENS
1 = Yes
2 = No
D = Don't know
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R = Refuse
----------

N1. That completes our survey. We appreciate your time and cooperation.
Thank you so much for helping us out. Do you have any additional
comments or questions about this survey?

@N1
1 = Yes comments
2 = No comments

----------

THE REMAINING QUESTIONS SHOULD BE COMPLETED BY THE INTERVIEWER AFTER ENDING THE
TELEPHONE CALL.

QQ2
How would you (the interviewer) rate the quality of the information obtained in
this interview?

Excellent --no problems at all
Good -- a few problems but overall quality is good
Fair -- a number of problems but overall acceptable
Poor -- many problems, overall quality open to question
Inadequate -- interview was terminated by interviewer

What were the reasons that the quality of information was less than
excellent?

(1= Yes 2= No)

@QQ2A Interview not in respondent's native language.
@QQ2B Hearing (hearing loss or background noise).
@QQ2C Interruptions or distractions.
@QQ2D Poor phone connection.
@QQ2E Lack of mental or physical competency to respond.
@QQ2F Infirm (too old, weak, sick, etc.).
@QQ2G Intoxication.
@QQ2H Respondent was rushed.
@QQ2I Respondent did not take interview seriously.
@QQ2J Respondent did not undersstand the meaning of some questions.
@QQ2K Respondent was offended by interview.
@QQ2L Respondent may not have been truthful because someone else was

listening in.
@QQ2M Other reasons? (Please specify.)

----------

QQ2A
What were the reasons that the quality of information was less than excellent?
Interview not in respondent's native language?
Yes
No
----------

QQ2B
Hearing(hearing loss or background noise)?
Yes
No
----------

QQ2C
Interruptions or distractions?
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Yes
No
----------

QQ2D
Poor phone connection?
Yes
No
----------

QQ2E
Lack of mental or physical competency to respond?
Yes
No
----------

QQ2F
Infirm (too old, weak, sick, etc)?
Yes
No
----------

QQ2G
Intoxication?
Yes
No
----------

QQ2H
Respondent was rushed?
Yes
No
----------

QQ2I
Respondent did not take interview seriously?
Yes
No
----------

QQ2J
Respondent did not understand the meaning of some questions?
Yes
No
----------

QQ2K
Respondent was offended by interview?
Yes
No
----------

QQ2L
Respondent may not have been truthful because someone else was listening in.
Yes
No
----------

QQ2M
Other reasons? (Please specify.)
Yes
No
----------
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@QQ3 If language caused difficulty, what is respondent's native language?

1 = Spanish
2 = Korean
3 = Chinese
4 = Vietnamese
5 = French
6 = German
7 = Italian
8 = Japanse
9 = Native American

10 = Tagalog (Filipino)
11 = Asian Indian
12 = Other (please specify)
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